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POINT VALUES AND NORMALIZATION OF TWO-DIRECTION
MULTIWAVELETS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES
FRITZ KEINERT AND SOON-GEOL KWON∗,1
Abstract. Two-direction multiscaling functions φ and two-direction multiwaveletsψ associated
with φ are more general and more flexible setting than one-direction multiscaling functions and
multiwavelets. In this paper, we investigate how to find and normalize point values and those of
derivatives of the two-direction multiscaling functions φ and multiwavelets ψ. For finding point
values, we investigate the eigenvalue approach. For normalization, we investigate the normalizing
conditions for them by normalizing the zeroth continuous moment of φ. Examples for illustrating
the general theory are given.
1. Introduction
Two-direction multiscaling functions φ and two-direction multiwavelets ψ associated with φ,
which are more general setting than one-direction multiscaling functions and multiwavelets, have
been investigated in a few papers in the literature, for example, see [3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18].
The two-direction setting is more flexible than one-direction setting.
In multiwavelet theory, computation of point values and those of derivatives for the one- or
two-direction multiscaling functions and multiwavelets associated with multiscaling functions is
important. Point values of multiscaling functions and multiwavelets are needed to reconstruct
a function from its expansion coefficients. Point values and those of derivatives for the one- or
orthogonal two-direction multiscaling functions and multiwavelets associated with multiscaling
functions are necessary in many applications such as solution of differential equations, signal
processing, and image processing.
In one-direction multiwavelet theory, two approaches, called the cascade algorithm approach
and the eigenvalue approach, are known for finding point values and those of derivatives of the
multiscaling functions and multiwavelets (see [1, 2, 4]).
The cascade algorithm approach computes approximate point values and those of derivatives
of the multiscaling functions and multiwavelets. The eigenvalue approach computes exact point
values and those of derivatives of the multiscaling functions and multiwavelets, but may fail in
some cases.
Point values and those of derivatives of the multiscaling functions and multiwavelets can all
be computed from the recursion coefficients.
Both the cascade algorithm approach and the eigenvalue approach can also be considered for
finding point values and those of derivatives of the two-direction multiscaling functions φ and
multiwavelets ψ. Since the cascade algorithm approach for the two-direction case is not much
different from that for the one-direction case, we do not pursue the cascade algorithm approach
for φ and ψ in this paper. We pursue only the eigenvalue approach for φ and ψ in this paper.
All calculations of norms, point values, and moments only give the answer up to an arbitrary
constant. This reflects the fact that the refinement equation only defines φ up to an arbitrary
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2 FRITZ KEINERT AND SOON-GEOL KWON∗,1
factor. When we calculate several quantities, how do we make consistent choices? This is called
normalization and is another issue for the two-direction multiwavelets which is pursued in this
paper. Normalization of point values and those of derivatives of the one-direction multiscaling
functions and multiwavelets associated with multiscaling functions can be achieved by fixing the
value of some quantity related to multiscaling functions. We investigate how to normalize point
values and those of derivatives of the two-direction multiscaling functions φ and multiwavelets
ψ via the normalization of the zeroth continuous moment of φ.
The main objective of this paper is to investigate the following for orthogonal two-direction
multiwavelets:
• compute point values of orthogonal multiscaling function φ via the eigenvalue approach;
• determine correct normalization for point values of φ in terms of the zeroth continuous
moment m0 :=
∫∞
−∞φ(x) dx of φ;
• compute point values of orthogonal multiwavelets ψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d−1, associated with
φ;
• compute point values of the nth derivative Dnφ via the eigenvalue approach;
• determine correct normalization for point values of Dnφ in terms of the jth continuous
moments mj :=
∫∞
−∞ x
jφ(x) dx for j = 0, 1, . . . , n;
• compute point values of Dnψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1.
This paper is organized as follows. Some basic notions and properties of the two-direction
multiscaling functions φ and multiwavelets ψ are introduced in section 2. In section 3, the main
results for finding and normalizing point values of φ and ψ are introduced. In section 4, the
main results for finding and normalizing point values of derivatives of φ and ψ are introduced.
Finally, examples for illustrating the general theory in sections 2, 3, and 4 are given in section 5.
2. Two-direction multiscaling functions and multiwavelets
In this section we review and investigate orthogonal two-direction multiscaling functions and
orthogonal two-direction multiwavelets (see [16, 17, 18]).
A two-direction multiscaling function of multiplicity r and dilation factor d is a vector of r
real-valued functions
φ(x) = [φ1(x), φ2(x), . . . , φr(x)]
T , x ∈ R,
which satisfies a recursion relation
φ(x) =
√
d
∑
k∈Z
[
P+k φ(dx− k) + P−k φ(k − dx)
]
(2.1)
and generates a multiresolution approximation of L2(R). The P+k , P
−
k , called the positive- and
negative-direction recursion coefficients for φ, respectively, are r × r matrices.
For standard one-direction (multi)wavelets, the scaling function is a linear combination of
scaled and shifted versions of itself. For two-direction (multi)wavelets, it is a linear combination
of scaled and shifted versions of itself and of its reverse.
Two-direction multiwavelets ψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1, associated with φ satisfy
ψ(s)(x) =
√
d
∑
k∈Z
[
Q
(s)+
k φ(dx− k) +Q(s)−k φ(k − dx)
]
, s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1. (2.2)
The Q
(s)+
k , Q
(s)−
k are called the positive- and negative-direction recursion coefficients for ψ
(s).
By taking Fourier transform on both sides of (2.1), we have
φ̂(ξ) = P+(e−iξ/d)φ̂(ξ/d) + P−(e−iξ/d)φ̂(ξ/d), (2.3)
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where
P+(z) =
1√
d
∑
k∈Z
P+k z
k and P−(z) =
1√
d
∑
k∈Z
P−k z
k, (2.4)
for |z| = 1 and z ∈ C, are called positive- and negative-direction mask symbols, respectively.
We rewrite the two-direction multiscaling function (2.1) as
φ(−x) =
√
d
∑
k∈Z
[
P+k φ(−dx− k) + P−k φ(k + dx)
]
(2.5)
By taking Fourier transform on both sides of (2.5), we have
φ̂(ξ) = P+(e−iξ/d) φ̂(ξ/d) + P−(e−iξ/d) φ̂(ξ/d). (2.6)
From (2.3) and (2.6), we have[
φ̂(ξ)
φ̂(ξ)
]
=
[
P+(e−iξ/d) P−(e−iξ/d)
P−(e−iξ/d) P+(e−iξ/d)
][
φ̂(ξ/d)
φ̂(ξ/d)
]
. (2.7)
We see that (2.1) has a solution if and only if (2.7) has a solution.
Let us combine two-direction multiscaling functions φ(x) and φ(−x) to construct a one-
direction multiscaling function Φ(x) so that all the (one-direction) multiwavelet theory applies
to Φ(x). Let
Φ(x) =
[
φ(x)
φ(−x)
]
=
√
d
∑
k∈Z
[
P+k P
−
k
P−−k P
+
−k
]
Φ(dx− k) (2.8)
be the matrix refinable equation of Φ. Equation (2.8) is called the deduced d-scale matrix
refinement equation of the two-direction refinement equation (2.1). Then (2.7) is the d-scale
matrix refinement equation in frequency domain of Φ. Its refinement mask is
PΦ(z) =
[
P+(z) P−(z)
P−(z) P+(z)
]
. (2.9)
If P+k and P
−
k , k ∈ Z, are real, then
PΦ(z) =
1√
d
∑
k∈Z
[
P+k P
−
k
P−−k P
+
−k
]
zk. (2.10)
In this paper we only consider real recursion coefficients P+k , P
−
k , Q
(s)+
k , and Q
(s)−
k in Rr×r for
s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1 and k ∈ Z.
Orthogonality. Two-direction multiscaling function φ and multiwaveletψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d−
1, associated with φ are orthogonal if for all j, k ∈ Z, and s, t = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1,
〈φ(x− j),φ(x− k)〉 = δjkIr,
〈φ(x− j),φ(k − x)〉 = Or,
〈ψ(s)(x− j),ψ(t)(x− k)〉 = δstδjkIr,
〈ψ(s)(x− j),ψ(t)(k − x)〉 = Or,
〈φ(x− j),ψ(s)(x− k)〉 = Or,
〈φ(x− j),ψ(s)(k − x)〉 = Or,
where Ir is the r × r identity matrix and Or is the r × r zero matrix. Here the inner product is
defined by
〈φ,ψ(s)〉 =
∫
φ(x)ψ(s)
∗
(x) dx,
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where * denotes the complex conjugate transpose. This inner product is an r × r matrix.
Condition E. A matrix A satisfies Condition E if it has a simple eigenvalue of 1, and all other
eigenvalues are smaller than 1 in absolute value.
Condition E for φ defined in (2.1) means that the matrix[
P+(1) P−(1)
P−(1) P+(1)
]
=
1√
d
∑
k∈Z
[
P+k P
−
k
P−k P
+
k
]
(2.11)
satisfies Condition E (see [15, Theorem 3] for d = 2).
For the scalar case r = 1, since the eigenvalues of the matrix in (2.11) are P+(1) + P−(1) and
P+(1)− P−(1), Condition E for φ is equivalent to
P+(1) + P−(1) = 1, |P+(1)− P−(1)| < 1,
or
P+(1)− P−(1) = 1, |P+(1) + P−(1)| < 1
(see [16, Theorem 2]).
Moments. It is well-known that continuous moments of the one-direction orthogonal (or
biorthogonal) multiscaling function and multiwavelets can be computed if the recurrence coeffi-
cients of φ and ψ are given (see [4, 7]).
An algorithm for computing continuous moments of the two-direction multiscaling function φ
and multiwavelets ψ was derived in [8]. Continuous moments of φ and ψ can be computed if the
recurrence coefficients of φ and ψ are given. Here we review some results for moments derived
from [8].
Let us define the jth discrete moment of two-direction multiscaling function φ by an r × r
matrix
Mj =
1√
d
∑
k∈Z
kj[P+k + P
−
k ], j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2.12)
Now we separate the jth discrete moment Mj into positive and negative parts. We define the
jth positive and negative discrete moments, M+j and M
−
j respectively, of the discrete moment
Mj of φ by
M+j =
1√
d
∑
k
kjP+k , M
−
j =
1√
d
∑
k
kjP−k , (2.13)
for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . so that Mj = M
+
j +M
−
j .
The jth continuous moment mj of two-direction multiscaling function φ is a vector of size r
defined by
mj =
∫ ∞
−∞
xjφ(x) dx, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2.14)
The following lemma was proved in [8]. For the completeness of the paper, we provide it here
again.
Lemma 2.1. ([8]) (Normalization for m0) If a two-direction multiscaling function φ ∈ L1 ∩ L2
is orthogonal and Condition E for φ is satisfied, then
m∗0m0 =
1
2
. (2.15)
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Proof. By expanding the constant 1 in the two-direction orthogonal multiscaling function series,
we have
1 =
∑
k∈Z
[〈1,φ(x− k)〉φ(x− k) + 〈1,φ(k − x)〉φ(k − x)]
= m∗0
∑
k∈Z
[φ(x− k) + φ(k − x)].
(2.16)
By integrating (2.16) on [0, 1], we have
1 =
∫ 1
0
1 dx = m∗0
∑
k∈Z
∫ 1
0
[φ(x− k) + φ(k − x)] dx = m∗0
∫ ∞
−∞
[φ(x) + φ(−x)] dx = 2m∗0m0.
Hence, we have equation (2.15). 
In the orthogonal two-direction scalar case, the normalization is
m0 =
√
2
2
. (2.17)
Theorem 2.2. ([8]) The continuous and discrete moments of two-direction multiscaling function
φ are related by
mj = d
−j
j∑
`=0
(
j
`
)[
M+j−` + (−1)`M−j−`
]
m`, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2.18)
In particular,
m0 = M0m0.
Moreover,
mj =
(
djIr −
[
M+0 + (−1)jM−0
])−1 j−1∑
`=0
(
j
`
)[
M+j−` + (−1)jM−j−`
]
m`, j = 1, 2, . . . , (2.19)
where Ir is the identity matrix of size r × r.
Once m0 has been chosen, all other continuous moments are uniquely defined and can be
computed from these relations.
Approximation Order. The two-direction multiscaling function approximation to a function
f at resolution d−j is given by the series
Pjf =
∑
k∈Z
[〈f,φ+jk〉φ+jk + 〈f,φ−jk〉φ−jk], (2.20)
where
φ+jk(x) = d
−j/2φ(djx− k) and φ−jk(x) = d−j/2φ(k − djx).
The two-direction multiscaling function φ provides approximation order p if
‖f − Pnf‖ = O(d−np),
whenever f has p continuous derivatives.
The two-direction multiscaling function φ has accuracy p if all polynomials of degree up to
p− 1 can be expressed locally as linear combinations of integer shifts of φ(x) and φ(−x). That
is, there exist row vectors (c+j,k)
∗ and (c−j,k)
∗, j = 0, . . . , p− 1, k ∈ Z, so that
xj =
∑
k∈Z
[(c+j,k)
∗φ(x− k) + (c−j,k)∗φ(k − x)]. (2.21)
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Let y+` = c
+
`,0 and y
−
` = c
−
`,0. It is assumed that at least one of y
+
0 and y
−
0 is not the zero
vector. This assumption will be clear after the basic regularity condition in Theorem 2.5. The
vectors y+` and y
−
` are called the approximation vectors.
Theorem 2.3. Approximation vectors and continuous moments of φ are related by
y+j = mj,
y−j = (−1)jy+j = (−1)jmj,
(2.22)
and
(y+j + y
−
j )
∗ = [1 + (−1)j]m∗j ,
(y+j − y−j )∗ = [1− (−1)j]m∗j ,
(2.23)
for j = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
Proof. We multiply equation (2.21) by φ(x) and integrate to obtain
(y+j )
∗ = (c+j,0)
∗ = 〈xj,φ(x)〉 = m∗j . (2.24)
We multiply equation (2.21) by φ(−x) and integrate to obtain
(y−j )
∗ = (c−j,0)
∗ = 〈xj,φ(−x)〉 = (−1)jm∗j . (2.25)
By adding and subtracting equations in (2.22), we obtain (2.23). 
According to (2.22), for j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., y−j can be expressed in terms of y
+
j , that is, y
−
j =
(−1)jy+j . We use only one notation yj instead of y+j by removing positive, that is, we let yj := y+j
from now on and do not use y−j any more.
Theorem 2.4. The coefficients c+j,k and c
−
j,k in equation (2.21) have the form
c+j,k =
j∑
`=0
(
j
`
)
kj−`y`,
c−j,k =
j∑
`=0
(
j
`
)
kj−`(−1)`y`,
(2.26)
where yj = c
+
j,0 = (−1)jc−j,0, and y0 is not the zero vector.
Here y0 is the same vector as in Theorem 2.5.
Proof. Replace xj by (x+ k)j in equation (2.21) and expand. 
A high approximation order is desirable in applications. A minimum approximation order of
1 is a required condition in many theorems.
The following theorem will be used in proving theorem 3.1.
Theorem 2.5. ([5]) Assume that two-direction multiscaling function φ is a compactly supported
L2-solution of the refinement equations with nonzero integral and linearly independent shifts.
Then there exists a nonzero vector y0 ∈ Rr such that
y∗0
∑
k∈Z
[φ(x− k) + φ(k − x)] = c, (2.27)
where c is a constant.
Moreover, the nonzero vector y0 is related to the zeroth continuous moment of φ by
y0 = m0.
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Proof. Sine the two-direction recursion relation (2.1) has a compactly supported, L2(R)-stable
solution vector φ of size r, its deduced d-scale matrix refinement equation (2.8) has a one-direction
compactly supported, L2(R)-stable solution vector Φ of size 2r.
It is well-known in multiwavelet theory that Φ satisfies the following condition (see [4, 13]):
There exists a nonzero vector y ∈ R2r such that
y∗
∑
k∈Z
Φ(x− k) = c,
where c is a constant.
Let y0 ∈ Rr be a vector of the upper-half part of y ∈ R2r in (b). By (2.24) and (2.25), we
have a structure of y such that
y∗ = 〈1,Φ〉 = [m∗0,m∗0] = [y∗0,y∗0]. (2.28)
Since y is a nonzero vector, y0 is also a nonzero vector by (2.28).
By (2.28) and (2.27), we have
y∗0
∑
k∈Z
[φ(x− k) + φ(k − x)] = [y∗0,y∗0]
∑
k∈Z
[
φ(x− k)
φ(k − x)
]
= y∗
∑
k∈Z
Φ(x− k) = c,
where c is a constant. This completes the proof. 
Throughout this paper we assume that the two-direction multiscaling function φ is orthogonal,
has compact support, is continuous (which implies approximation order at least 1), and satisfies
Condition E.
3. Point values and normalization of the two-direction multiwavelets
In multiwavelet theory, computation of point values and those of derivatives for the one- or
two-direction multiscaling functions and multiwavelets is important, since it provides a method
for plotting multiscaling functions and multiwavelets. It is well-known that point values and
normalization of the one-direction multiscaling function and multiwavelets can be computed if
the recurrence coefficients of multiscaling function and multiwavelets are given (see [4]).
In this section we investigate how to compute point values and their normalization of the
orthogonal two-direction multiscaling functions φ and multiwavelets ψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1, in
terms of the recurrence coefficients P+k , P
−
k of φ and Q
(s)+
k , Q
(s)−
k of ψ
(s).
The cascade algorithm approach is a practical way for finding approximate point values of φ
by iteration: for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
φ(n+1)(x) =
√
d
∑
k∈Z
[
P+k φ
(n)(dx− k) + P−k φ(n)(k − dx)
]
, (3.1)
where φ(0)(x) = max{1− |x|, 0} is the hat function and φ(n) stands for φ at the nth iteration.
There is another approach, called the eigenvalue approach, which produces exact point values
of φ and ψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1. It usually works, but may fail in some cases.
Since the cascade algorithm approach for the two-direction case is not much different from that
for the one-direction case, we do not pursue the cascade algorithm approach but the eigenvalue
approach in this section.
In this section we investigate how to
• compute point values of orthogonal two-direction multiscaling function φ via the eigen-
value approach;
• normalize point values of φ;
• compute point values of ψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1.
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Point values of the two-direction multiscaling functions
Let N be the largest positive integer such that P+−N , P
+
N , P
−
−N , or P
−
N in (2.1) are nonzero
matrices of size r × r. Then φ is a two-direction multiscaling function satisfying the refinement
equation
φ(x) =
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
P+k φ(dx− k) + P−k φ(k − dx)
]
. (3.2)
Suppose that φ in (3.2) satisfies Condition E for φ. Then it is easy to prove that the support of
φ in (3.2) is also contained in [−N/(d− 1), N/(d− 1)]. (Proof is given for
φ(x) =
√
d
[
N∑
k=0
P+k φ(dx− k) +
0∑
k=−N
P−k φ(k − dx)
]
in [17], Theorem 4).
Let a and b be the smallest and largest integers in this interval.
For integer `, a ≤ ` ≤ b, the refinement equation (3.2) leads to
φ(`) =
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
P+k φ(d`− k) + P−k φ(k − d`)
]
=
√
d
[
d∑`
k=d`−N
P+d`−kφ(k) +
N−d`∑
k=−d`
P−d`+kφ(k)
]
.
Since φ(k) = 0 for every k ∈ Z \ [a, b], we have
φ(`) =
√
d
b∑
k=a
[
P+d`−k + P
−
d`+k
]
φ(k), a ≤ ` ≤ b. (3.3)
This is an eigenvalue problem 
φ(a)
φ(a+ 1)
...
φ(b)
 = Tφ

φ(a)
φ(a+ 1)
...
φ(b)
 , (3.4)
where
(Tφ)`k =
√
d (P+d`−k + P
−
d`+k), a ≤ `, k ≤ b. (3.5)
We note that each column of Tφ contains all of the P
+
dk−` + P
−
dk+` for some fixed `. The basic
regularity condition (iii) in Theorem 2.5 implies that (y∗0,y
∗
0, . . . ,y
∗
0) is a left eigenvector to
eigenvalue 1, so a right eigenvector also exists.
We assume that this eigenvalue is simple, so that the solution is unique. (This is the place
where the algorithm could fail).
Let k1 and k2 be the smallest and largest integers such that P
+
k1
and P+k2 are nonzero matrices,
respectively. Let k3 and k4 be the smallest and largest integers such that P
−
k3
and P−k4 are
nonzero matrices, respectively. In the case of dilation d = 2, the support of φ is contained in
[a, b] ⊂ [−N,N ]. The first row of matrix equation (3.4) is either
φ(a) =
√
dP+k1φ(a) or φ(a) =
√
dP−k3φ(b).
The last row of matrix equation (3.4) is either
φ(b) =
√
dP+k2φ(b) or φ(b) =
√
dP−k4φ(a).
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For the case that the first row is φ(a) =
√
dP+k1φ(a), unless P
+
k1
has an eigenvalue of 1/
√
d, the
value of φ at the left endpoint is zero, and we can reduce the size of
[
φ(a) φ(a+ 1) . . . φ(b)
]T
and Tφ. For the case that the last row is φ(b) =
√
dP+k2φ(b), unless P
+
k2
has an eigenvalue of 1/
√
d,
the value of φ at the right endpoint is zero, and we can reduce the size of
[
φ(a) φ(a+ 1) . . . φ(b)
]T
and Tφ.
All calculations of norms, point values, and moments only give the answer up to an arbitrary
constant. This reflects the fact that the refinement equation only defines φ up to an arbitrary
factor. When we calculate several quantities, how do we make consistent choices? This is called
normalization and an issue to be pursued in this section.
Normalization of point values of the two-direction multiscaling function
The normalization for point values of φ is given in the following Theorem.
Theorem 3.1. (Normalization of point values of φ). The correct normalization for point values
of two-direction multiscaling function φ is
m∗0
(∑
k∈Z
φ(k)
)
= m∗0m0. (3.6)
Proof. If φ satisfies the basic regularity conditions, then we have, by setting x = 0 in (2.27),
c = 2(y0)
∗
(∑
k∈Z
φ(k)
)
= 2(m0)
∗
(∑
k∈Z
φ(k)
)
.
By integrating equation (2.27) in theorem 2.5 on [0, 1], we have
c =
∫ 1
0
c dx = y∗0
∑
k∈Z
∫ 1
0
[φ(x− k) + φ(k − x)] dx = y∗0
∫ ∞
−∞
[φ(x) + φ(−x)] dx = 2m∗0m0.
Hence, we have (3.6). 
According to equation (3.6), unlike the scalar case, the sum of point values at the integers and
the integral do not have to be the same. They just have to have the same inner product with
m0.
For the orthogonal two-direction scalar case, the correct normalization for point values of φ is∑
k∈Z
φ(k) =
√
2
2
. (3.7)
Once the values of φ at the integers have been determined, we can use the refinement equa-
tion (3.2) to obtain values of φ at points of the form k/d, k ∈ Z, then k/d2, and so on to any
desired resolution.
Point values of the two-direction multiwavelets
Suppose that ψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d − 1, are the two-direction multiwavelets associated with φ
defined by
ψ(s)(x) =
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
Q
(s)+
k φ(dx− k) +Q(s)−k φ(k − dx)
]
(3.8)
for some positive integer N .
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For s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1 and integer `, a ≤ ` ≤ b, the refinement equation (3.8) leads to
ψ(s)(`) =
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
Q
(s)+
k φ(d`− k) +Q(s)−k φ(k − d`)
]
=
√
d
[
d∑`
k=d`−N
Q
(s)+
d`−kψ(k) +
N−d`∑
k=−d`
Q
(s)−
k−d`ψ(k)
]
.
Since φ(k) = 0 for every k ∈ Z \ [a, b], we have
ψ(s)(`) =
√
d
b∑
k=a
[
Q
(s)+
d`−k +Q
(s)−
k−d`
]
φ(k), a ≤ ` ≤ b. (3.9)
This is a multiplication 
ψ(s)(a)
ψ(s)(a+ 1)
...
ψ(s)(b)
 = Tψ(s)

φ(a)
φ(a+ 1)
...
φ(b)
 , (3.10)
where
(Tψ(s))`k =
√
d (Q
(s)+
d`−k +Q
(s)−
d`+k), a ≤ `, k ≤ b. (3.11)
Note that each column of Tψ(s) contains all of the Q
(s)+
dk−` +Q
(s)−
dk+` for some fixed `.
Once the values of φ at the integers have been determined, we can use the refinement equa-
tion (3.8) to obtain values of ψ(s) at points of the form k/d, k ∈ Z, then k/d2, and so on to any
desired resolution.
4. Point values and normalization of derivatives of the two-direction
multiwavelets
In this section we investigate how to compute point values of derivatives of two-direction
multiscaling function φ and two-direction multiwavelets ψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1 associated with
φ.
The main idea of the method is similar to the eigenvalue problem in Section 3.
We can use the eigenvalue approach to compute point values of derivatives of φ (assuming
they exist).
In this section we investigate how to
• compute point values of the nth derivative Dnφ via the eigenvalue approach;
• determine correct normalization for point values of Dnφ in terms of the jth continuous
moments mj :=
∫∞
−∞ x
jφ(x) dx for j = 0, 1, . . . , n;
• compute point values of Dnψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1.
Point values of derivatives of the two-direction multiscaling functions
Let us recall (3.2) that φ satisfies the refinement equation
φ(x) =
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
P+k φ(dx− k) + P−k φ(k − dx)
]
for some positive integer N . Then
(Dnφ)(x) = dn
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
P+k (D
nφ)(dx− k) + (−1)nP−k (Dnφ)(k − dx)
]
. (4.1)
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For integer `, a ≤ ` ≤ b, the refinement equation (4.1) leads to
(Dnφ)(`) = dn
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
P+k (D
nφ)(d`− k) + (−1)nP−k (Dnφ)(k − d`)
]
= dn
√
d
[
d∑`
k=d`−N
P+d`−kD
nφ(k) + (−1)n
N−d`∑
k=−d`
P−d`+kD
nφ(k)
]
.
Since Dnφ(k) = 0 for every k ∈ Z \ [a, b], we have
(Dnφ)(`) = dn
√
d
b∑
k=a
[
P+d`−k + (−1)nP−d`+k
]
Dnφ(k). (4.2)
This is an eigenvalue problem
Dnφ = dn TDnφD
nφ, (4.3)
where
(TDnφ)`k =
√
d (P+d`−k + (−1)nP−d`+k), a ≤ `, k ≤ b. (4.4)
So Dnφ is an eigenvector of TDnφ to the eigenvalue 1/d
n. This eigenvalue must exist if φ is n
times differentiable.
Normalization of point values of the nth derivatives of the two-direction multiscal-
ing function
The normalization for point values of the nth derivative Dnφ is given in the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.1. (Normalization for point values of the nth derivative Dnφ). The correct normal-
ization for the nth derivative Dnφ of the two-direction multiscaling function φ is given by
n!
2
=
n∑
`=0
(
n
`
)
(−1)n−`m∗`
(∑
k∈Z
kn−`Dnφ(k)
)
. (4.5)
Proof. It is well-known in multiwavelet theory that if φ has n continuous derivatives, it has
approximation order at least n+ 1. By (2.21) and Theorem 2.4, we have
xn =
∑
k∈Z
[(c+n,k)
∗φ(x− k) + (c−n,k)∗φ(k − x)]
=
n∑
`=0
∑
k∈Z
(
n
`
)
kn−`(y`)
∗ [φ(x− k) + (−1)`φ(k − x)] .
By differentiating n times and setting x = 0 on both sides of the above equation, we have
n! =
n∑
`=0
∑
k∈Z
(
n
`
)
kn−`(y`)
∗ [Dnφ(−k) + (−1)n+`Dnφ(k)]
=
n∑
`=0
(
n
`
)
(−1)n−`(y`)∗[1 + (−1)2`]
(∑
k∈Z
kn−`Dnφ(k)
)
= 2
n∑
`=0
(
n
`
)
(−1)n−`m∗`
(∑
k∈Z
kn−`Dnφ(k)
)
.

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For future reference, we list some in detail. Normalization for the nth derivative Dnφ of φ for
n = 1, 2, 3 are
1
2
= −m∗0
(∑
k∈Z
kDφ(k)
)
+m∗1
(∑
k∈Z
Dφ(k)
)
,
1 = m∗0
(∑
k∈Z
k2D2φ(k)
)
− 2m∗1
(∑
k∈Z
kD2φ(k)
)
+m∗2
(∑
k∈Z
D2φ(k)
)
,
3 = −m∗0
(∑
k∈Z
k3D3φ(k)
)
+ 3m∗1
(∑
k∈Z
k2D3φ(k)
)
− 3m∗2
(∑
k∈Z
kD3φ(k)
)
+m∗3
(∑
k∈Z
D3φ(k)
)
.
For the orthogonal two-direction scalar case, the correct normalization for point values of Dφ
is
1
2
= −
√
2
2
(∑
k∈Z
kDφ(k)
)
+m∗1
(∑
k∈Z
Dφ(k)
)
. (4.6)
Once the values of Dnφ at the integers have been determined, we can use the refinement
equation (4.1) to obtain values of Dnφ at points of the form k/d, k ∈ Z, then k/d2, and so on
to any desired resolution.
Point values of derivatives of the two-direction multiwavelets
Now we work on point values of derivatives for two-direction multiwavelets.
Let us recall (3.8) that ψ(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1, satisfy the refinement equation
ψ(s)(x) =
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
Q
(s)+
k φ(dx− k) +Q(s)−k φ(k − dx)
]
for some positive integer N . Then
(Dnψ(s))(x) = dn
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
Q
(s)+
k (D
nφ)(dx− k) + (−1)nQ(s)−k (Dnφ)(k − dx)
]
. (4.7)
For s = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1 and integer `, a ≤ ` ≤ b, the refinement equation (4.7) leads to
(Dnψ(s))(`) = dn
√
d
N∑
k=−N
[
Q
(s)+
k (D
nφ)(dx− k) + (−1)nQ(s)−k (Dnφ)(k − dx)
]
= dn
√
d
[
d∑`
k=d`−N
Q
(s)+
d`−k(D
nφ)(k) + (−1)n
N−d`∑
k=−d`
Q
(s)−
d`+k(D
nφ)(k)
]
.
Since Dnψ(s)(k) = 0 for every k ∈ Z \ [a, b], we have
(Dnψ(s))(`) = dn
√
d
b∑
k=a
[
Q
(s)+
d`−k + (−1)nQ(s)−d`+k
]
(Dnφ)(k). (4.8)
This is a multiplication
Dnψ(s) = dn TDnψ(s) D
nφ, (4.9)
where
(TDnψ(s))`k =
√
d (Q
(s)+
d`−k + (−1)nQ(s)−d`+k), a ≤ `, k ≤ b. (4.10)
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This Dnψ(s) must exist if Dnφ exists.
Once the values of Dnφ at the integers have been determined, we can use the refinement
equation (4.7) to obtain values of Dnψ(s) at points of the form k/d, k ∈ Z, then k/d2, and so on
to any desired resolution.
5. Examples
In this section, we give two examples for illustrating the general theory in sections 2, 3, and 4.
Example 5.1. In this example we take orthogonal two-direction scaling function φ of approxi-
mation order 2 derived from BAT O2 (orthogonal balanced one-direction multiscaling function
of order 2 [9, 10]) given in [6]. We note that multiplicity r = 1 and dilation factor d = 2.
The nonzero recursion coefficients for φ are
P+1 =
93− 13√31
640
√
2
, P+2 =
341− 11√31
640
√
2
, P+3 =
11− 11√31
640
√
2
, P+4 =
−13 + 3√31
640
√
2
,
P−4 =
−31 +√31
640
√
2
, P−5 =
217 + 23
√
31
640
√
2
, P−6 =
23 + 7
√
31
640
√
2
, P−7 =
−1 +√31
640
√
2
.
The nonzero recursion coefficients for ψ are
Q+1 =
11−√31
160
√
2
, Q+2 =
57 + 3
√
31
160
√
2
, Q+3 =
−91 +√31
160
√
2
, Q+4 =
23− 3√31
160
√
2
,
Q−4 = Q
+
4 , Q
−
5 = Q
+
3 , Q
−
6 = Q
+
2 , Q
−
7 = Q
+
1 ,
Condition E for φ is satisfied. φ and ψ are supported on [1/2, 7/2] ⊂ [0, 4]. φ is orthogonal
and ψ is also orthogonal.
Sobolev exponent of φ is 1.6310, same as that for BAT O2 (orthogonal balanced one-direction
multiscaling function of order 2) given in [9, 10].
By (2.17) and (2.19) the jth continuous moments mj of φ for j = 0, 1, 2 are
m0 =
√
2
2
≈ 0.7071, m1 = 7
√
2
8
≈ 1.2374 m2 = 49
√
2
32
≈ 2.1655.
Point values of φ
The eigenvalue problem in (3.4) is 
φ(0)
φ(1)
φ(2)
φ(3)
φ(4)
 = Tφ

φ(0)
φ(1)
φ(2)
φ(3)
φ(4)
 ,
where
Tφ = Tφ+ + Tφ− =

0 0 0 0 P−4
P+2 P
+
1 P
−
4 P
−
5 P
−
6
P+4 + P
−
4 P
+
3 + P
−
5 P
+
2 + P
−
6 P
+
1 + P
−
7 0
P−6 P
−
7 P
+
4 P
+
3 P
+
2
0 0 0 0 P+4
 .
The matrix Tφ has the eigenvalues 1,−0.1783, 0.1536, 0.0116, and 0. The matrix Tφ has the
eigenvector [
φ(0) φ(1) φ(2) φ(3) φ(4)
]T ≈ [0 −0.0564 0.7566 0.0069 0]T
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to the eigenvalue 1.
Since the correct normalization for φ is∑
k∈Z
φ(k) =
√
2
2
,
the normalizing constant is 1. Hence, φ is normalized already. Point values of normalized φ at
integers are [
φ(0) φ(1) φ(2) φ(3) φ(4)
]T ≈ [0 −0.0564 0.7566 0.0069 0]T .
Once the values of φ at the integers have been determined, we can use the refinement equa-
tion (3.2) to obtain values at points of the form k/d, k ∈ Z, then k/d2, and so on to any desired
resolution.
Point values of ψ
The multiplication in (3.10) is 
ψ(0)
ψ(1)
ψ(2)
ψ(3)
ψ(4)
 = Tψ

φ(0)
φ(1)
φ(2)
φ(3)
φ(4)
 ,
where
Tψ =

0 0 0 0 Q−4
Q+2 Q
+
1 Q
−
4 Q
−
5 Q
−
6
Q+4 +Q
−
4 Q
+
3 +Q
−
5 Q
+
2 +Q
−
6 Q
+
1 +Q
−
7 0
Q−6 Q
−
7 Q
+
4 Q
+
3 Q
+
2
0 0 0 0 Q+4
 .
Hence, we have[
ψ(0) ψ(1) ψ(2) ψ(3) ψ(4)
]T ≈ [0 0.0484 1.5154 0.0484 0]T .
Once the values of φ and ψ at the integers have been determined, we can use the equation (3.9)
to obtain values of ψ at points of the form k/d, k ∈ Z, then k/d2, and so on to any desired
resolution.
See Figure 5.1 for the graphs of φ and ψ.
Point values of the first derivative Dφ
Since not only Tφ has the eigenvalue 1/2, but also Sobolev exponent of φ, 1.6310, is greater than
1.5, the existence of the first derivative Dφ of φ is guaranteed.
The eigenvalue problem in (4.3) is
Dφ(0)
Dφ(1)
Dφ(2)
Dφ(3)
Dφ(4)
 = d TDφ

Dφ(0)
Dφ(1)
Dφ(2)
Dφ(3)
Dφ(4)
 ,
where
TDφ = Tφ+ − Tφ− =

0 0 0 0 −P−4
P+2 P
+
1 −P−4 −P−5 −P−6
P+4 − P−4 P+3 − P−5 P+2 − P−6 P+1 − P−7 0
−P−6 −P−7 P+4 P+3 P+2
0 0 0 0 P+4
 .
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.1. (a) Graph of orthogonal two-direction scaling function φ of order 2
derived from BAT O2. (b) Graph of orthogonal two-direction wavelet function ψ
derived from BAT O2. (c) Graph of the first derivative Dφ of φ. (d) Graph of the
first derivative Dψ of ψ.
The matrix TDφ has the eigenvalues 1/2, 0.0116, 0.2359,−0.1480, and 0. The matrix TDφ has the
eigenvector
[
Dφ(0) Dφ(1) Dφ(2) Dφ(3) Dφ(4)
]T ≈ [0 10.1729 69.3201 1 0]T
to the eigenvalue 1/2.
Since the correct normalization for point values of Dφ is
∑
k∈Z
kDφ(k) = −
√
2
2
,
The normalizing constant is −10√2/(13+37√31) ≈ −0.0646. Hence, point values of normalized
Dφ at integers are
[
Dφ(0) Dφ(1) Dφ(2) Dφ(3) Dφ(4)
]T ≈ [0 −0.6569 −4.4763 −0.0646 0]T .
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Point values of the first derivative Dψ
The multiplication in (4.9) is 
Dψ(0)
Dψ(1)
Dψ(2)
Dψ(3)
Dψ(4)
 = d TDψ

Dφ(0)
Dφ(1)
Dφ(2)
Dφ(3)
Dφ(4)
 ,
where
TDψ = Tψ+ − Tψ− =

0 0 0 0 −Q−4
Q+2 Q
+
1 −Q−4 −Q−5 −Q−6
Q+4 −Q−4 Q+3 −Q−5 Q+2 −Q−6 Q+1 −Q−7 0
−Q−6 −Q−7 Q+4 Q+3 Q+2
0 0 0 0 Q+4
 .
Hence, we have[
Dψ(0) Dψ(1) Dψ(2) Dψ(3) Dψ(4)
]T ≈ [0 0.4775 0 −0.4775 0]T .
See Figure 5.1 for the graphs of Dψ and Dψ.
Point values of the second derivative D2φ and D2ψ
Since Tφ does not have eigenvalue 1/4, we can not find point values of the second derivatives
D2φ and D2ψ.
2
Example 5.2. In this example we take two-direction multiscaling function φ and two-direction
multiwavelet ψ associated with φ given in [14]. We note that multiplicity r = 2 and dilation
factor d = 2. We shift P+k , P
−
k , Q
+
k and Q
−
k so that the supports of φ and ψ are the same, while
orthogonality of φ and ψ is kept.
The nonzero recursion coefficients for φ are
P+1 =
1
8
√
2
[
6 0
−2√3 +√21 3
]
, P+2 =
1
8
√
2
[
4− 2√7 0
3
√
3 2−√7
]
,
P−2 =
1
8
√
2
[
4 + 2
√
7 0√
3 2 +
√
7
]
, P−3 =
1
8
√
2
[
2 0
−2√3−√21 1
]
.
The nonzero recursion coefficients for ψ are
Q+1 =
1
8
√
2
[
0 −4 + 2√7
−2 +√7 −3√3
]
, Q+2 =
1
8
√
2
[
0 6
3 −2√3 +√21
]
,
Q−2 =
1
8
√
2
[
0 2
1 −2√3−√21
]
, Q−3 =
1
8
√
2
[
0 −4− 2√7
−2−√7 −√3
]
.
These are shifted and differ from Wang, Zhou, and Wang [14] by a factor of 1/
√
2, due to
differences in notation.
Condition E for φ is satisfied.
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By (2.17) and (2.19) (detailed computation can be found in [8, Example 4.2]), the jth contin-
uous moments mj of φ for j = 0, 1, 2 are
m0 =
√
2
2
[
1
0
]
, m1 =
7
√
2−√14
12
[
1
0
]
, m2 =
1
504
[
98(4
√
2−√14)
6(4
√
6−√42)
]
.
Point values of φ
The eigenvalue problem in (3.4) is φ(0)φ(1)
φ(2)
 = Tφ
φ(0)φ(1)
φ(2)
 ,
where
Tφ =
1√
2
 0 0 P−2P+2 + P−2 P+1 + P−3 0
0 0 P+2
 ,
where 0 is the zero matrix of size 2× 2.
The eigenvalues of Tφ are 1, 1/2, −0.0807, −0.1614, and 0 (twice). Hence, we can find point
values of φ, ψ, Dφ and Dψ, but not D2φ and D2ψ.
The matrix Tφ has the eigenvector[
φ(0)T φ(1)T φ(2)T
]T
=
[
0 0 −
√
3
3
1 0 0
]T
to the eigenvalue 1.
Since the correct normalization for φ is
m∗0
(∑
k∈Z
φ(k)
)
= m∗0,
the normalizing constant is −√6/2 ≈ −1.2247. Hence, point values of normalized φ at integers
are
φ(0) =
[
0
0
]
, φ(1) =
[ √
2
2
−
√
6
2
]
≈
[
0.7071
−1.2247
]
, φ(2) =
[
0
0
]
.
Once the values of φ at the integers have been determined, we can use the refinement equa-
tion (3.2) to obtain values at points of the form k/d, k ∈ Z, then k/d2, and so on to any desired
resolution.
Point values of ψ
The multiplication in (3.10) is ψ(0)ψ(1)
ψ(2)
 = Tψ
φ(0)φ(1)
φ(2)
 ,
where
Tψ =
1√
2
 0 0 Q−2Q+2 +Q−2 Q+1 +Q−3 0
0 0 Q+2
 .
Hence, point values of ψ at integers are
ψ(0) =
[
0
0
]
, ψ(1) =
[√
6
2√
2
2
]
≈
[
1.2247
0.7071
]
, ψ(2) =
[
0
0
]
.
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Once the values of φ and ψ at the integers have been determined, we can use the equation (3.9)
to obtain values of ψ at points of the form k/d, k ∈ Z, then k/d2, and so on to any desired
resolution.
See Figure 5.2 for the graphs of φ and ψ.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.2. Orthogonal two-direction multiscaling function of order 2 and mul-
tiwavelet function: (a) Graph of φ1. (b) Graph of φ2. (c) Graph of ψ1. (d) Graph
of ψ2.
However, Tφ has the eigenvalue 1/2, we do not pursue Dφ. The existence of the first derivative
Dφ of φ is guaranteed if Sobolev exponent of φ is greater than or equal to 1.5. Sobolev exponent
of φ in this example is 0.5000 and the existence of Dφ is not guaranteed. 2
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